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THE DRINKIN' -GOURD: AN· ILLUMINAT.IONOF AN ILLUSION 


by Julie Ford 

Introduction 

The title of this paper ~ "The Drinkin 'Gourd! An Illumina.tionoi:an Illusion ~" 
was conceived of long.before the actual text efthe.paper was:WJ:'itten. Behind the 
lengthy verbiage lies a very simple statement. To the ,fleeing slave~ the North 
Star was the sign to follow to freedom along the underground' ,railroad. Polaris 
made up the most important part of the constellation1'orming the Big Dipper or the 
Drinkin' Gourd. 

The premis.eon-whichthis.paperis.advanced is.that.the.hopes.and dreams of 
freedomwere.not to befoundin.theNorth~ asthe.slave.expected>themto be; freedom 
turned .into ,a flickering illusion...The.Nortb .. Star..inthe.Drinkin.'. -Gourd had shown 
the Negro that .his .envisionment o;f tbe No:t:'th ..as..the.Promiaed.·Land,was simply not 
as he had hoped. 

Escape ·to .theNovth7 from .slave:t:'y to.freedom!.···. thi.s was .thehope of being 
free •. But where wasand.whatwas.this elusive.and.yet.andleaslysoue;ht-after freedom? 
Was it ,automatically obtained by a slave .upon.entering.a.fr.eestate Ca state where 
slavery had been abolished) 7 .or .was the .Negro. journeying into .justanother land 
where '~white .supremacy" reigned as lord, where the physical bonds were not so evident 
but the subtle whips cracked through the night? 

A few years.agowhen folk.musicwas experiencing a tremendous .upsurge in America~ 
a folk..,. singing .group reissued a pre.."Civil War song entitled, '~Follow the Drinkin I 

Gourd. If The song was named .after the const.ellation. in the .sky better known as the 
Big Dipper with its guiding North Star. 

"The Drinkin' Gourd" ("The Muddy Road to Freedom") was a song of great 
import to the .mistreated slave, who prior to .the .Civil War found himself 
travelling along "The Muddy Road to Freedom" .orthe.underground railway. 
Runaway slaves and sympathizers sang directions to those who would escape: 
"Keep your eyes pinned to the skies, and where the clouds cover the stars~ 
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then follow the river.' Sleep byday, •.. travel under the cover of darkness •..• " 
It was a song of hope and encouragement, and mostly it WaS a roadmap which 
could be memorized and transferred without detection. The most important 
of its many directives was to follow "The Drinkin' Gourd," those stars 
that shine in the North. l 

So' now the slave was escaping,. travelling North in hopes.of something better 

than the slave states were offering him. However, all Negroes in America during 

this period were not slaves. Many Negroes were born in the North, in free states. 

For the purposes of this paper,' all black men in the free states will be considered 

free Negroes; this includes fugitive slaves .. But where and how did some Negroes 

obtain the adjective "free"? 


Sources of the free Negro population varied.. A few were descendants of 
free persons of color~ ••. More commonly, they were the offspring of. Negroes 
more recently freed., or themselves first..,.generation freedmen. A few were 
immigrants from .the West Indies .or .their descendants,. and a very small 
fraction were runaways ... Occasionally they. were .personswho had been 
manumitted by.legislativeact.asa reward for some public service ••.• Other 
freedmen in theNorthernstateswere~he beneficiaries of legislative 
emancipation after the Revolution.... 

Perhaps the most .common procedure .ofallwas the release.. of the slave by the voluntary 
choice of the owner. 

However he obtained his.f'ree.dom, .the.Ne~o ..was.not .going to experience the 

white man's world. He would.not.beallowed ..to.do .theordinaxy .da..y:...to-day things 

needed .to .sustain a man·in body or.spirit·. ;Thi.s .was. something .the .Negro had not 

expected to be subjected .to .and something .from .'which he wanted to ·escape. "Some 

who had lived.as free .Negroes in. the. South.were espec.ially. disappointed with 

conditions in the North. .Oppressivelaws ,.no -workopportunities, lack of respect, 

inability to .getahead, .and ·ill....treatment .were all "cited .by.re.fugees who had left 

the free/iltates:for Canada."3 


It seems to be very obvious as .to why a slave would desire to go North to 

the free states. HehadneveT known.any.existenceother than bondage (the slaves 

born in.America,that is). There were free blacks in the ,South and this text is 

not.directlyconcerned with them. 


From .1831 until 1865 and .the . end'. of .the.Civil . War was .the period of greatest 

pressure upon the Negro:. . pressure . .from the Southinthe:form o:fstrengthening of 


..	the institution of .slavery by legislat:ive .acts,.and.pressure .from the North in the 
form of the abolition.movement.that strove.tirelesslynotonly.to.end the slavery 
in the South but also .in. the North .in.itsl.ess ostentatious .form•.. Yet even within 
the ranks of these·two polar groups there ,were controversies. In the South there 
were abolitionists, .and in the North there were abolitionists who were emancipators 
in name only. 
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Somewho.conude.red"t.hemselves .abo.litionist.s-,wer.e..-as..pre.judiced as the 
oolonizationaiist"S ;,:~ .. ~' .. In-repo:rrtins· aases.o:f .1J'.l.justioetowards slaves, 
the.abolitionists usuall.yputspeciaiemphasisonthese involving mulattoes, 
implyinsthat it';was .much,worsa a' neal:',,",whiteperson .than a black..• 
Mrs.. ElizabethB'. Chase,. a·· New England aboJ..1tionist , .:found .that some persons 
who.were opposed to slavery-and werewillins to work.forits abolition 
objectee strongly to any association with.Negroes in their anti-slavery 
labors. 

The Negro.whowentNorth.met with' harsh prejudice. "Though conditions were 
rather different indifferent Northern states, the.generalstatement can be made 
that wherever.Negroas lived in significant numbers, they.met considerable social 
segregation' and .discrimination. "5 .. Socially, religiously,. and politically, the Negro 
was set upon and apart. 

Why was this the case'lPart of the feeling that Northerners had about Negroes 

was left over from the da.ysbefo~eslaverywas abolished in the North. In these 

statesthere.had. been .the institutiono:i' slavery also,. -and'.itsperpetrators had 


.attempted.to justify it by varieties of reasoning .. These reasons, whether entrenched 
in the missionary appeal of the.pre-"-white ma.n.'sburden" orin the scientific theories 
of the Negro.' s inferiority, physically and mentally; to .the whiteman, these ideas 
did not .magically .disappear:fromthe minds where for .years and years they had been 
instilled• 

.. Furthermore , .. there .were .those.who .fe.a.red ..the .. .:free black . men • .These were the 
.moneY""QOns.oious,.",.,,'~lh:Lt. .many'.Northern·-states·.as.wall -as.~Southernbaxr.ed .' free Negroes , 
:for it .wag .generally.assumed.that.they ,wex-e-either ..:vi.o.ious .or -likely to become 
pauper-s.p" And .acoording to Litwack: 

In the .absence o:f.adequate .legislation., many .feared.. that the Northern 
states .would.be.inundated.withem.a..D:cipated. slaves., some of whom would 
be too old .and worn.('yut·.tobe. anything .but .a.burden .onthe community. 
This. :fea.:1' .was.particularly ...strong -in -those .:free .stat.es .which bordered 
on ,the slave states ,.and. it.prompted ,most.ofthem.to.adopt restrictive. 
measures. 7 

Mone.y. also. prompted.the.aoncern .ot: ..the .workers .. with .whom .. the Negro would be 
.oompeting {for .he.. was .not .. often.a.lloved.to .jQinranks.with .the white laborers). 
"Nowhere .in.the North.were Negroes .and.ab.olitionists .morehatedthan in New York 
City.• "~: ...This .was .beoause.ot:.the Irish.immig:r:ant"the ,poor -white laborer of the 
No:r:th, ~who, really had ·more in common witb: ~ the ,Negro than either knew, and yet they 
were ~constantly:"at odds.' ,'l'his' ' situat-ion ,more ·often·than .not proved to be most 
destructi:ve .to the .Negro 0-" '~Fugitive, slaves who . sueceeded in maki:ng their way to 
the :free,states.quiekJ.y.learned.that-they,were.notyet in the.Promised Land. Work 
was. ha.:r;d .to come by, "9 

Educat ion..,.wls e ,the .s.i.tuat:Lon.loQked.almost. the . same ... - '! In ,1861 there were 

still five New,England citie'S .that.maintained. segregated,.public .schools : Hartfor8 

and New.Haven, ,Connecticut; and Providence, Newport, and,Bristol,.Rhode Island."l 
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This was many years after s lavery had been abolished in these states, and these were the 
very state. the Negro had come to in order to be free and to raise himself to a level of 
equality with all his countrymen. 

But proposals to educate Negroes' almost always roused sharp opposition in the 
North. And against the prospect of integration--of Negro and white children 
sitting together in the same classrooms--law, custom, and popular prejudice 
combined to erect high walls. Almost everywhere in the North, by the 1830's, 
Negro children if they were being educated at all--were attending separate 
schools. 

When shut out of white schools, Negroes determinedly moved to start their 
own schools. But whites often did not ,ccept these either. In Ohio, for 
example, several Negroes' schools were wrecked and their teachers insulted and 
beaten..• ,11 

Such was the fate of Negro education in the North, although it was not always like 
the case above. There were those of the caliber of Prudence Crandell, a Quaker who in 
1831 met such opposition from the parents of her white pupils when one Negro girl was 
admitted to her school that it was forced to close, so she decided to reopen the school 
for Negro girls only. This was in Connecticut. "In 1831, when the citizens of New Haven 
in Connecticut resolved to oppose the establishment of a Negro college there, a meeting 
in Philadelphia passed enthusiastic resolutions' commending their attitude in avoiding 
this monstrous' evil and said that their action commanded the admiration of every true 
lover of his country.,,12 Here was a situation that only time was going to correct. 

Slavery had been abolished in all of the free states. In these areas were expected 
to be found models of what this move had rendered. But disappointment was the only prize 
won by those who had worked for freedom. nThe most liberal states (Northern), though 
quick to improve every opportunity to assist fugitive slaves to freedom, perversely closed 
more and more doors of opportunity to the class whose numbers they were helping to swell.,,13 

Politically, most doors were closed to the Negro, and some were even opening onto 
nightmare. When in 1850,the Fugitive Slave Act was passed, the small hopes of being free 
dwindled for escaped slaves. uIn the Northern states, a fugitive slave, liable to be 
hunted'at any moment like a felon and be hurled into the terrible jaws of slavery•••. ,,14 
This was not-an idle threat: for there were many who reached the free states only to be 
surrendered'again totheir'masters in the South. 

The fugitive slave had no recourse against this act, and there were many in the 
North who would not hesitate to send him back to the South. What could he do against 
these whites to'protect himself? '~ore prevalent than fear of the slave-catcher was the 
need for civil protection against Northern'whites. In Indiana courts, for example, only 
the word of the white man'was admissable asevidence. n15 Besides being denied the right 
to testify, the Negro'could not seek legislative remedy, as he was denied the use of the 
ballot. "Negroes did not share in the explosion of pOlttical democracy in its first half 
of the nineteenth century; indeed, such expansion frequently came at the expense of their 
rights and privileges.' By 1840, some 93'per cent of the Northern free Negro population 
livedin'states which completely or practically excluded'them from the right to vote.,,16 
Everywhere he turned, the free Negro was denied his civil rights. 
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Denial was the key word during:the-'yeaTSbetween'1831 and 1865. "'North as well as 

South, this' outraged' people encounter DEN'IAt.everywhere,' asserted Gerrit Smith in a 

ringi'1lgdenunciatio1\",of:racial discrimination·-intheNorth.' 'Even the noblest black is 

denied that which is free'to-the'vilest white.,uI7 In some states he was even denied the 

right of residence. '''Many Northern communities" favored the exclusion of Negroes from 

their limits,and at one time or another; Illinois, Indiana, Oregon and Iowa all had 

constitutional clauses'preventing free Negroes from settling within their boundaries. ,,18 


'Much of this" action' stemmed" from the' fear of what the people felt would be a flood of 
dependent'immigrants (free slaves). 

Perhaps the'most disheartening treatment that the Negro received in the North was in 
the'lacK-of his'social acceptance: 

•••doomedbyan inveterate prejudice against color to insult and outrage on 
every hand', --denied the privileges and courtesies common to others in the use 
of the most humble means ofconveyance--shut out from the cabins on steamboats-
refused admj.ssj.~ to respectable hotels--caricatured, scorned, f§offed, mocked 
and'maltreat,o With impunity by anyone, so he has a white skin. 

This was the world ia Which thefree'Negro lived. North and South he met discrimination 
"as his daily' fare. .... of 'the most outspoken advocates of racial equality at this period 
wa~ Frederick Douglass,who"was'an escaped-slave'living in the North~ Douglass became an 
ardent abolitionist who spoke and wrote much on the topic of anti-slavery. He was adamant, 
however, about the treatment of the free Negro in the North. From his own personal 
experience Douglass recalled: 

I also remember attending a revival 'meeting in the Reverend Henry jackson's 
'meeting·hduse; at New Bedford, and going up the broad aisle to find a seat. I 
was met by .a good ~eacon, wIlD told me in a pious tone, 'We don't allow n----rs 

'iw here.' Soon after my arrival in New Bedford from the South, I had a strong 
desire to attend the Lyceum, but was told, 'They don't allow n----rs in here.' 
While passing from New York to Boston on the steamer Massachusetts, on the night 
of 9th December, 1843, when chilled almost through with the cold, I went into 
the cabin to get a little warm. I was soon touched upon the shoulder and tOld, 
'We-don't allow n----rs in here; ,,20 

Frederick Douglass was not the only Negro author at this time who was openly 
advoc'ating abolition of slavery and then equal rights and citizenship for the freed and 
free Negroes who came North. Charlotte Forten was another colleague of Douglass'. She 
was born in the North, free, and though ROt of great physical strength became a school 
teacher. She had been educated by tutors in Philadelphia because she was denied admission 
to the public schools there because of her color. A journal of Charlotte Forten's was 
completed just prior to,the Civil War, and much of the writing in it exhibited the 
feelings of sadness and indignation that she felt at the treatment of Negroes in the 
North: 

That the social question should constantly intrude on Charlotte Forten's 
'consciousness as she wrote her Journal was not surprising; for sixteen years 
she had been regularly reminded that her dark skin doomed her to an inferior 
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social station.· When she was a child, she and her parents had been barred from 
stores and· denied service in restaurants. They had been forced to sit in 
segregated sections of omnibuses and railroad cars. They had been turned away 
from lectures and theatres. They had heard thoughtless white men refer to them 
as 'niggers' without realizing the insulting sting of that word. 2l 

Negroes in the North were not unprepared for the climactic act of this period, 1831
1865, which would be the Civil War. Nor were they unprepared for the ill reception they 
received to the voluntary offer of help they made at the outbreak of the hostilities. 
Nevertheless, it was shocking to see that those who had most to gain by the war, if the 
North won, were not at first allowed to participate, "But the North was not ready in 1861 
to let Negroes help save the nation. "'We don't want to fight side and side lttth the 
nigger,' wrote Corporal Felix Brannigan of the New York 74th, 'We think we are too superior 
a race for that. "'22 But the free blacks were too sorely needed to be disregarded for 
long. Besides, the abolitionists were hard at work on this issue of inequality too. 

When the Negro was finally allowed into the ranks of the Union army, he was met with 
further evidence of inequality, as for instance wages: 

The only law applying specifically to colored soldiers was the militia act of 
July 17, 1862, which stated that Negroes would be paid $10 per month, $3 of 
whiCh could be deducted for clothing. While privates received $13 per month, 
plua a clothing allowance of $3.50. At the time the law was passed, it was 
envisAged that Negroes in the army would serve primarily as laborers rather 
than soldiers. 23 

After a meeting took place between Frederick Douglass and President Lincoln, the 
latter promised to resolve·the conflict in the pay rates. "On June IS, 1864, Congress 
finally enacted legislation granting equal pay to Negro soldiers.,,24 Even with this 
there were still further inequalities left to be worked out in the manner in which their 
pay rates were qualified. 

How did the Negro him~elf feel about his "Promised Land" in the North, to which the 
"Muddy Road to Freedom" had led him? "Many Negroes who claimed freedom by escape, by 
manumission, or by birth, left the Northern states for Canada. 1ne Of them, Nelson Moss, 
testified that during his three-year stay in Pennsylvania he had suffered more from 
prejudice than he had in Virginia.,,2S Other similar testj.lIOTly came fl'Om a "woman who had 
lived ten years as a free Negro in Ohio [and she] said, 'I would as lief live in the slave 
States as in Ohio. Tn the slave States I had protection sometimes, from people what knew 
me--none in Ohio. ,,,26 

Statements such as those ,..atly enhanced the pro-slavery advocates in the North and 
the South. With so many Northerners considering the Negro as an inferior, sub-human being, 
it was not unbelievable that the following should occur: 

The last ante-bellum generation even saw the enactment of measures looking to 
the re-enslavement of free Negroes, including laws to facilitate their VOluntary 
re-entry into slavery. The fact that some free men really acted upon their 
suggestion affords at least some evidence that the lot of the free Negro could 
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be even Dlore unendurable than that of the slave. He was not wanted anywhere; 
on that, North and Soutb were agreed. 27 

None wanted the Negro. This realization was fast becoming an undeniable fact. 
The presence of the free Negro in Northern states was difficult for the white man to 
accept, and where he could not gain the sanction of the law for his foul deeds against the 
Negro, he resorted to mob violence and physical force. "They called this strong, or 
emphatic, or unmistakable expressions of public sentiments, the wi 11 of the community•••. 
These men sought to ease their own consciences and to justify their actions before the 
public, perhaps even in' the annals of history, by changing the gui!t of a mob to its 
victims. u28 Many cities met with racial violence in the North, the causes of which were 
as varied as its' participants. 

Socially, politically,' educationally and economically the Negro in the North even 
before and after the period of 1831-1865 experienced a vicious policy of discrimination. 
He was shunned by private citizens and legislated against by politicians. The North was 
an apartheid world, and the Negro was its victim. 

This paper has on the whole attempted-to illuminate some of the injustices committed 
against the Negro in the North. This has not taken into much consideration that how even 
poorly treated the free Negro was in the North, his condition as a slave in the South 
would have been worse. In the North, he had some liberty to bring these social injustices 
to the attention of the public, if they would be willing to listen to him. He would 
eventually make far more progress in the North after the Civil War than the Southern 
Negro, who after winning a temporary battle in Reconstruction, lost the rest of the war to 
Jim Crow. 

Justice was surely blind in weighing the injustices of the South against those of 
the North. There are too many qualifying and limiting clauses placed on either side of 
the picture to see it clearly, and yet, enough is seen through the murky haze to know 
that the view is not a pretty sketch, but rather a tragic portrait of a nation's brutal 
mistake. 
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THE FRENCH NOBILITY IN THE SEVENTEENTH AND EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES 


by Thomas F. Budlong, Jr. 

For some eight hundred years, from Charlemagne until Louis XIV, the nobility 
of France held enormous power and had great influence in running the affairs of France. 
From the time of Louis XIV up to the fall of the monarchy in the French Revolution, 
the power of the nobility was completely surrendered into the hands of the king. 
There now is no nobility in France. How did this come to pass? How did a powerful 
class which had held sway over France for over eight centuries come to lose completely 
its power and influence? By an examination of the condition and position of the 
nobility in seventeenth and eighteenth century French society, it is hoped that some 
insights into this distinctive class and answers to these questions may be found. 

The origin of the French feudal nobility is found in the society of the Franks. 
The nobles aros~ from the Frankish chieftains who were given parcels of land by the 
Frankish king to defend, administer, and from which they collected revenues to give 
to the king. The relationship between the king and these nobles or chieftains was 
that of vassalage. It was a system of mutual duties, responsibilities, and commitments 
which were not to be taken lightly. 

In the medieval period, t~is system of vassalage continued to grow. The feudal 
nobles were in theory the vassals of the king, to whom they offered allegiance and . 
service. But in fact France was' a myriad of small and large feudal dukedoms, counties, 
and other states, whose dukes and seigneurs were constantly forming' alliances, feuding 
and warring with each other, and in general trying to annex their neighbors and increase 
their own territories as much as possible. The king was in fact merely one more 
contender for power and territories who had to struggle along with the rest. If he 
were powerful, he could manage to acquire large territories and obtain the loyalty 
of a large number of the nobles; but if he were weak, another lord might become more 
powerful than the king. Or a foreign ruler such as the king of England might acquire 
more territory and rule a larger part of France than the king of France did. 

Gradually the kings of France became more powerful and managed to put most of 
France under their control. During the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, unification 
and centralization qf the country was essentially completed. Decadent feudalism, 
writhing under the centralizing tendencies of monarchy, had been Henry IV's enemy; 
the reaction from its factious destructiveness was his ally.l The growth of wealth 
in France between the Edict of Nantes (1598) and its revocation (1685), urbanization, 
the decline of religious belief after the religious wars and Jansenist disputes, 
had produced in the nobility a relaxation of morals symbolized by Louis XIV in the 
youth of his reign. 
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B,y the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in France, the nobility had evolved 
into a complex and exclusive system consisting of many ranks and degrees. As Montesquieu 
has said, "In France there are three professions which confer nobility--the Church, 
the SWord, and the Bar--and each feels the utmost disdain for the other two."2 And 
Montlosier, quoting Cherin, an authority on the history of France in his day, said: 

As the first known titles of nobility dated from the fourteenth century, 
and adopting the generally held theory of a conquering, and a vanquished 
race, all who could submit "proof" by title-deeds anterior to this century 
must belong to the conquering race--that is, to the Franks. There was 
therefore a noblesse presentee--that is, a nobility which could prove its 
descent back to the fourteenth century, and there was another non presentee, 
which. for one reason or another, could not produce such ancestry. Though 
unable to show title-deeds dating back as far as this, the second class, 
provided it had sufficient title to be admitted to the Order of Malta or 
to pages in Noble Colleges, claimed like the first class to belong to the 
original nobility. Thus, as one section was excluded from court owing to 
lack of title-deeds, and another--the merely ennobled (les anoblis)--was 
denied office and the dignity attached thereto, there arose three distinct 
factions within the class of the nobility, and these divisions were sorely 
wounding to self-esteem. 3 

In the noble class there was no definite hierarchy. since titles which ought 
to distinguish the various ranks had no constant value. In place of one class, there 
were seven or eight--one of the sword and one of the bar, one of the court an~ one 
of the provinces, one old and one new, one large and one small. One pretend~d to 
be superior to the other. which, in turn, claimed to be equal to the former. The 
state also raised money by creating offices the purchase of which conferred nobility, 
and at the side of or rather below the nobles, arose the ennobled. The bourgeois, 
or middle classes, hastened to buy these savonettes a vilaines, as they were called. 

In essence there were three primary types of nobility which one could possess. 
The first and highest was la noblesse d'epee (nobility of the sword). These were 
territorial seigneurs deriving their titles from the land they owned. Their chief 
duty was to organize and lead the defense of their region, country. and king. They 
were divided into jealous ranks, consisting of: the offspring of the reigning king; 
the pairs (peers) of France, consisting of princes of the blood (lineal descendants 
of previous kings), seven bishops, and fifty dukes; and lesser dukes, marquises, 
counts, viscounts, barons, and chevaliers. These could often only be distinguished 
by the ceremonial privilege given them. Within the noblesse d'epee was la noblesse 
de race, which traced its titles and possessions through many generations. It looked 
down upon nobles owing titles to recent ennoblement of ancestors or which had been 
bought. Commoners could buy titles, receive them with offices or with land. It is 
said that by 1789 probably ninety-five per cent of all nobles were of middle class 
origins. The third class was la noblesse de robe (nobility of the gown), which was 
a hereditary aristocracy derived from the hereditary transmission of magistracies 
and membership in the parlements. The noblesse d'epee had been more successful than 
England in retaining privileged status. Even so, they were not absolutely a closed 
caste. The highest ranks could be conferred, and there were ways of by-passing the 
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genealogical rules which in theory protected the old families. Also, a rich bourgeois 
could buy the estates of impoverished noblemen and thedroits de seigneur that went 
with them. By 1789, the mingling of the noblessed'eRee~~_t.~enoblesse de robe had 
been com~leted. 

The rights and privileges of the nobility were many. At court, even at the 
start of the seventeenth century, the lives of the courtiers were much concerned with 
etiquette. Competition for precedence was almost as fierce in the rough and tumble 
of the courts of Henry IV and Louis XIII as in the more ordered splendor of Versailles. 
A prince du sang always came before a prince legitime, and the other degrees were 
ranked in descending order. Some of the other powers to which a seigneur was entitled 
included: lods et ventes, a ten per cent tax on any land changing hands among tenants; 
redevances.en nature, a ten per cent tax in kind on all crops raised on seigneural 
land; the aveu, a document exacted from every tenant listing the property and obligations 
attached to it; peages, tolls on goods passing through their estates; the corvee, 
a claim to the labor of peasants for a few days each year; banalites, obliging the 
peasants to mill their grain and press their grapes in the nobles' mills and presses; 
and they also received various petty perquisites such as rainwater which fell on the 
manorial roads and the tongues of animals killed by their tenants. 

Of all the privileges which the nobility enjoyed, the most splendid, as well 
as the most lucrative, was that of seeing the king and of living in his shadow; for 
it was at Versailles that the rain of pensions, offices, and posts was poured forth; 
and Versailles, in fact, was inhabited, not only by the courtiers who thronged with 
outstretched hands, but also by ladies who disputed with one another for the privilege 
of approaching the queen and the supreme honor of sitting on a tabouret. Highest 
of all honors was the tabouret for ladies and the cordon bleu for men. The tabouret 
was a small stool, which all duchesses possessed. Cordons bleus were members of the 
Royal Order of the Holy Ghost. They wore elaborate costumes for this office, which 
had been established by Henry III in the sixteenth century. They were limited to 
one hundred knights. Nobles squandered fortunes for offices and honors. The poorer 
they became, the more extravagant they got. 

The great noble was seldom seen by his tenants. Nobles were forbidden to preside 
over feudal courts by the Ordinance of Moulins (1566). This court, which should have 
been the hub of lordly justice and protection, was handed over to second-rate officials. 
Crtffiinal jurisdiction had largely been removed from the manorial courts, but they 
cou~d still deal with many civil cases. 

The rural nobility of 1640 was a depressed class crippled by debts. For even 
a small seigneur living in rustic simplicity had to maintain a large family, secure 
army commissions, educate his sons in the university, secure dowries, and keep servants 
and dress which his rank demanded. Many of the old nobility were impoverished by 
careless or absentee management, of their domains, exhaustion of the soil, and 
depreciation of the currency in which they received their tenant rents or feudal dues. 
Since nobles were not supposed to engage in commerce or industry, many provincial 
nobles lived in poverty. other nobles dissipated vast fortunes exempt from taxation. 
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Before the seventeenth century, the landed nobility had served economic and 
administrative, as well as military functions. Seigneurs organized the division and 
cultivation of the soil, either through serfdom or leasing to tenants. They provided 
law, order, trial adjudication and punishment; maintained schools, hospitals, and 
charity. On hundreds of seignories the feudal lord had performed these functions, 
and peasants gave obedience, respect, and sometimes affection. 

In a society of cash relationships, feudal privileges had no sort of raison 
d'etre, and their existence could only make for bitterness. When, as the century 
advanced, the state, in the form of the intendant and his subdelegue, encroached more 
and more upon his powers, the position of the seigneur became even more blatantly 
an anachronism. When, especially in the pays d'election~ the peasant paid a heavy 
taille on top of his feudal dues, the exemption of his superiors offended. 

Primarily, two factors changed the feudal relationship: 1) appointment of 
intendants by and after Richelieu; 2) the transformation of seigneurs into courtiers 
by Louis XIV. The intendants were middle-class bureaucrats who improved sanitation, 
lighting; embellished towns; dammed rivers; irrigated soil; helped prevent floods; 
and built a magnificent system of roads. It was Louis XIV who invited the seigneurs 
to court. He glorified them with empty titles and they lost touch with local affairs, 
drawing from maporial revenues to maintain palaces in Paris or Versailles. They clung 
to feudal rights, after abandoning their feudal tasks. Their loss of administrative 
functions, in poth the economy and the government, opened them to the charge that 
they were dispellsable parasites on the body of France. 5 

It is impossible to have an understanding of what court life did to the feudal 
nobility unless one has some knowledge and understanding of the man who developed 
it, Louis Xrv, and also knowledge of what life at Versailles was like. 

Louis XIV (1638-1715), who ruled for all but the first five years of his long 
life, was Europe's towering figure, envied and feared by other monarchs. He imposed 
the will of France through wars, alliances, and marriages. He ruled his subjects 
with harsh despotism and indifference to their needs. He made the nobility go through 
its paces like a troupe of trained seals. He had a vocation for greatness which has 
since become a model for other rulers, and yet he was not a great man. It was for 
this reason that Saint-Simon, the most famous of the court chroniclers, could never 
forgive him. 

Suspicion of the nobility made him devise the court ritual, so that dissident 
barons and rebellious dukes could be turned into tractable courtiers always within 
sight and earshot. No one was a more devoted courtier than Saint-Simon, and yet he 
knew that the ~unction of the nobles had been adulterated beyond repair. They no 
longer helped the king govern; they helped to keep him entertained. 

Suspicion of Paris made him settle in Versailles. Caught up in the Fronde 
during his minority, he had to flee Paris in disguise. He never forgave the capital 
for being the cauSe of his fear and humiliation. Pettiness made him prefer his bastards 
to his legitimate children. He begrudged the hereditary rights of his natural sons 
to the throne because. they were not his to bestow or remove. But improving the rank 
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of his bastards was a personal achievement, a measure of grandeur, tangible evidence 
of what the King could accomplish. In his declining years, the King came under the 
sanctimonious and restricting influence of Mme. de Maintenon, whom he secretly married. 
She dictated the conduct of the court and imposed her likes and dislikes. The courtiers 
were shocked at the marriage because it went against the system which the King himself 
had formed. The backbone of this system was a code of behavior that governed the 
smallest details of the courtiers' daily routine. 

The King had manufactured a court that operated with the precise and tasteful 
cadence of a music box, protecting his ear from all dissonances.6 The courtiers were 
in the curious position of being in continuous attendance on him, while hardly ever 
being able to talk to him. They watched him get out of bed in the morning, they 
marvelled at his appetite at lunch, they followed at a respectful distance when he 
strolled through his gardens. But the moments in the day when they could address 
him privately were brief and strictly defined. Courtiers, according to the ground 
rules of Versailles, were instruments of the King's pleasure and beholders of his 
magnificence. 

The elite of Europe's major power were mesmerized into inanity bya king with 
modest gifts. In some mysterious fashion, whatever talent and energy Louis XIV did 
have rose to meet the challenge of his situation. He replaced intellectual brilliance 
with an unwavering faith in the greatness of his inherited crown and in himself as 
the incarnation of France. The famous statement attributed to him, "L'Etat, c'est 
moi," was no frivolous boast--itwas the cornerstone of his faith and identity. 

What were the personal qualities and capabilities of this most singular of 
kings? Saint-Simon, despite some prejudices, is most qualified to say. He tells 
us that the King was a mixture of goodness and greatness along with pettiness and 
meanness. He was born with a third-rate mind, but one capable of improvement, 
cultivation, and refinement. He loved glory and aspired to order and diSCipline. 
He was born wise, moderate, secretive, in perfect control of his language and. gestures. 
He was born good and just, endowed by God with enough qualities to become a good and 
perhaps a great king. His troubles came from elsewhere. His early education was 
negligible and he barely learned to read and write, being ignorant of history, events, 
money, conduct, birth, or laws. He had a weakness for rather than a love of glory. 
He was easily spoiled by praise and could be approached readily by compliments. 
The only way to please him was submissiveness, baseness, and giving the impression 
that he was the only source of wisdom. Whoever strayed from this path strayed from 
favor, This was the origin of his thirst for glory, which made it easy for his 
ministers to start wars. His love of sieges was a cheap way to display his bravery 
and show off his ability, foresight, vigilance, and endurance. He insisted on staying 
at his command, and his robust condition protected ~im from hunger, thirst, cold, 
heat, rain, and bad weather. He had a passion for details and saw to uniforms, arms, 
maneuvers, training, diSCipline, and all sorts of vulgar details. He was also 
interested in construction projects, his househOld, and kitchens. The King's drowning 
himself in details was a triumph for his ministers. 
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Little by little he reduced everyone to subjection and brought to his court those 
very persons he cared least about. Whoever was old enough to serve did not dare demur. 
It was still another device to ruin nobles by accustoming them to equality and mingling 
with everyone indiscriminately. Those born to command found themselves commanding only 
in theory, while removed from all responsibility. 

Using the pretext that all military service was honorable and that it is reasonable 
to learn to obey before one learns to command, the King made everyone, except princes of 
the blood, begin as cadets in his guard or in the army, and even as simple soldiers. 

The court was another instrument of his despotic policy. We have already described 
the policies that divided, humiliated, and abashed the greatest of men; and the policies 
that elevated the authority and power of the ministers above everything, even the-princes 
of the blood and people of the best quality, who found themselves diminished. 

The court left Paris for a permanent stay in the country for several reasons. The 
King, as has been said, had an aversion to the city, which had been the scene of great 
turbulence during his minority. He was convinced that the danger of plots would be 
diminished by moving the court outside Paris, because of the distance from Paris to 
Versailles (however slight) and because it would be easy to notice the absence of 
courtiers. 

Versailles, Marly, and Fontainebleau were the three places round which court life 
centered, Versailles, as the official residence of the monarch, being the most important 
of the three. If there is a monotonous uniformity about its outlines, a certain pomposity 
about its scheme of decoration, there was monotony and pomposity too in the life that 
was lived there, where daily the routine was a long parade and the most trivial act of 
the sovereign a ceremony; if the landscape is formal and artificial so were the modes 
of thought of those who took their pleasure in its stately gardens. t 

The King personally named the guests for each festivity, each stroll through 
Versailles. These were his rewards and punishments. He knew that there was little else 
to distribute to keep everyone in line. He substituted ideal rewards for real ones; 
and these operated through jealousy, the petty preferences he showed many times a day, 
and his artfulness in showing them. No one was more ingenious than he in nourishing 
the hopes and satisfactions to which these petty preferences and distinctions gave birth. 
The highest premiums were placed on invitations to Marly and Trianon, being able to eat 
with the King, hold his candlestick, or wear the royal jerkin. The King also appreciated 
the presence of less distinguished guests. 

The courtiers had the right to follow the King everywhere. He noted absences and 
penalized those who did not come. He had spies everywhere--in public places, private 
homes, and the international scene. Countless persons were ruined by these spies. He 
also had an elaborate system of opening letters sent by the royal mail service and having 
things which were said against him reported to him. He never told an outright lie and 
he prided himself on keeping his word. That is why he never gave it. He was also very 
fond of keeping people's secrets and liked receiving confessions. Not even his closest 
confidants or shrewdest ministers could pry these secrets from him. 
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There was never a man who knew how to give so well, which increased the value of 
his gifts. There was never a man who made better use of his words, his smile, even his 
glances. He made everything seem precious through quality and majesty to which the 
conciseness and rareness of his remarks added a great deal. There was never a man so 
naturally polite, or whose politeness was so measured and so sure. He was always patient 
throughout the long process of dressing. He was punctual at each of the day's events; 
there was a clean and laconic precision in his orders. This unwavering punctuality was 
a great convenience for the courtiers, and also allowed the King to be served promptly. 

He was fond of fresh air and exercise; excelled in dancing, pall-mall, and tennis; 
and was an admirable horseman who liked seeing things done with grace and skill. He 
liked to shoot, and there was no more graceful a marksman. He was particularly fond of 
stag hunting. 

He loved splendor, magnificence, and profusion in everything. He found it useful 
to make his tastes the law dOminating the entire court. Courtiers spent extravagant 
sums on furniture, clothes, carriages, houses, and gambling to please and entertain him. 
He managed to exhaust everyone's means by making luxury a matter of honor. Many were 
cleaned out, and everyone was reduced little by little to complete dependence on the 
King's bounty. He took pride in the grandeur of his court and in the mingling which 
served to annihilate natural distinctions. It was a spreading affliction, a cancer that 
gnawed at everyone. From the court it spread to Paris, the provinces, and the army; 
and since that unhappy precedent, everyone was judged according to the extent of his 
luxury and magnificence. This was a great strain on most individuals and tempted them 
to commit graft and theft to bear the expense. 

Louis XIV created a suitable court. A court provided the proper setting for 
majesty. Majesty was indispensable for a monarch by divine right. His majesty was the 
17Sun King ll and his subjects were to adore and reverence this majesty as the source of a 
divine order upon earth. 8 

The historical and natural leaders of the people, i.e., the nobles, but recently 
feudal lords, often cruel, exacting, and warlike, had rarely indicated that they could 
or would consider any interests but their own. Even they, once realizing that their 
independence was hopeless in the face of royal authority, came to accept the divine right 
of the monarchy, and added their support to this cult of majesty.9 

Louis XIV deliberately encouraged the nobility to come to court, but even in his 
reign only a minority were anything more than occasional visitors. Many noblemen of 
the highest rank kept away from court. The ordinary seigneur would only come to pay 
his respects on some great occasion, unless he had offices or were a determined adventurer 
or hanger-on. As it became obvious that promotion and pensions could only be won at 
court, nobles came there to offer their service and were drawn into the circle of 
privilege, while administrative control of the provinces slipped away from them. They 
stepped from the restrictive life of the country into a society which bore the hallmarks 
of crowned and idle isolation, detailed rules of etiquette, secret societies, gossip 
and scandal, jealousy, quick quarrels on points of honor, and affectations of accent 
and dress. Life at court did nothing to ease the financial distress of the great 
nobility. Gambling and excesses of maintaining large mansions and retinues caused 
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heavy losses. Profitable marriages were often the only way in which a nobleman could 

put his affairs in order again and avoid the danger of retreat to. country life, and the 

bourgeois were willing to bid highly to marry those with ancient names. 


Court etiquette was also a great strain. It was a network of complicated but 

unwritten rules that founded their authority on precedent; consequently, an accurate 

knowledge of precedents was essential to a man who meant to use the laws of procedure 

for his own aggrandizement. Precedents were often created on the spur of the moment and 

without any thought of the future. 


We have examined the foundations for the decline of the French nobility in the 
seventeenth century; now let us examine the developments which led to its fall in the 

"eighteenth century. This period can in general be defined as one in which conditions 
went from bad to worse. 

An aristocracy is essentially a body of citizens which governs or takes part in 

government; whereas a caste is a closed corporation, and the distinctive mark of its 

members is birth. In France, in the eighteenth century, the nobility had ceased to be 

an aristocracy and had become a caste. lO The nobility can less and less claim to direct 

affairs, but the nobles were more and more assuming the exclusive prerogative of being 

the first among the'prince's servants. 


Chanfort lays stress on the moral consequences of this abasement of the nobility: 

I do not know how a Frenchman who has been in the King's Anteroom or 
the Oeil-de-Boeuf can say of any one there: "Behold a great noble." Practically 
all of them were great beggars, and the highest in the land of both sexes 
thronged the minister's waiting room; for is not Influence the Goddess of 
the French? •. and the minister is the High Priest who sacrifices many a victim 
to her. ll 

There were many monetary perquisites which a nobleman could receive for even the 

slightest reason. In 1717 the Duc de Tremes received eighty livres in compensation for 

his mourning the death of Louis XIV. A pension could be had for droit d'avis, or 

counsel's opinion. There were numerous annuities and gifts of the king attached to 

offices. There was even a word in the French language, cheminer, which meant "to 

acquire a fortune at court. II It has been said by some that France was bled white for 

some five hundred families, and even the Neapolitan ambassador, Caraccioli, declared, 

"In France nine-tenths of the population die of hunger and one-tenth of indigestion."12 


The nobles continued to build even costlier houses. Enormous numbers of servants 

of all kinds were required to wait on the numerous guests invited to a gentleman's 

table, and for the upkeep of his establishment; in fact, a large staff of retainers was 

indispensable to anyone who wished to live up to his rank. 


Useless and expensively wasteful offices were maintained. Use of les acquits du 

comptant--sums paid on the king's signature alone for unspecified objects, increased 

tenfold from ten million francs per year under Louis XIV to one hundred million francs 

under Louis XV. The three principal objects which absorbed the fortunes of the great 

nobl~s were their clothes, their table, and gaming. The highest nobles lived lavishly, 

runn~ng up huge debts until the moment of their bankruptcy. 
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Gambling was the chief cause of ruin to all the great houses. Many of the 
courtiers were quite shameless and profited on the losses of others by keeping gaming 
houses, such as did the Duc de Gesvres et de Tresmes, and by this means encouraged the 
evil. Many, however, lost not only their money but also their honor at the tables, as 
cheating was notorious. Bourdaloue, in his sermon "On Penance," admonishes that 
"Gambling is a vice which entails yet another, for it engenders those unworthy 
stratagems or, if I may use a stronger term, those frauds to which the thirst for gain 
drives its victims."13 The only way to repair one's fortune was a good marriage. 
Need of money reconciled the nobles to the plebeians. By the middle of the eighteenth 
century this "reconciliation" of the classes had become a necessity for the French 
nobility, which, as d'Argenson said with a sigh, "is so ruined that it can only exist 
by marrying beneath them. 1114 

Religious hypocrisy was rampant. Early in the century, the Duc d'Orleans, the 
Regent, once said of a courtier: "He is the perfect courtier, he is without honor and 
without humor. II This definition would perhaps be more complete if we add: "and without 
shame. '115 

The court was also incredibly ignorant. The courtiers arrived with but little 
education, and dissipation of all kinds afforded but little time for reading. Even if 
they knew the names of the great writers of the time, they knew little or nothing of 
their works. In the words of Montesquieu,. "No one can compete with the ignorance of 
those who frequent the Court of France. Hlo 

Overeating was a prevalent habit. The Queen was as well-known for her indigestion 
as for the twenty-nine course dinners she served. Many courtiers kept hoards of food 
in their rooms which they nibbled all day. There were frequent deaths from indigestion, 
and even the clergy were gluttonous. Drunkenness was also widespread, a complementary 
vice to greed. Even a princess of the blood such as Mme. de Vendome, according to 
Saint-Simon, could die from alcoholic poisoning. Petty thefts, such as stealing 
silverware at dinners and breaking into locked cabinets in boudoirs, were also quite 
common. 

At Versailles, the main job of two thousand courtiers was to keep Louis XV from 
being bored. He bored easily. After a few years of marriage, he took up with a series 
of women, including a series of three sisters. The woman who pleased the King controlled 
the court, but satisfying Louis' precarious temper demanded prodigious skills.lT Mme. 
de Pompadour had all the requirements: talent, taste, and an unerring touch. She ruled 
for twenty years as his official mistress, but her beauty failed. It is said that when 
she died, the King wept exactly two tears. 

The court of Louis XV was dominated by women. l1Everathing depends on her, 
nothing is done except by her or for her," said Rousseau. l Women assumed this power 
by default of Louis XV's pleasure-seeking court, and an aristocracy which was too 
dissolute to pay attention to the real activity of the moment: the ferment of ideas 
stirring all of Europe. By controlling the nation's intellectual life as well as its 
affairs of state, aristocratic women cast France in their own image--exquisite, 
quick-witted, gay, and deceptive. No society was ever more delightful, or cultivated 
so brilliantly the seeds of its own destruction. 19 Private life for a woman of French 
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society was an elaborate ceremonial from the moment she awoke until the small hours of 
each day. Her toilette was a public affair at which friends, lovers, hairdressers, 
husbands, abbes, and others gathered to exchange new rumors, or give old rumors new 
sparkle by a graceful turn of phrases. Marriage scarcely interfered with a woman's 
freedom to amuse herself. HA husband who would wish to have sole possession of his 
wife, would be regarded as a disturber of the public happiness," declared Montesquieu. 20 
Marital separation required only that a wife arrange for the man to slap her before 
two witnesses. This, and every other social situation, she met with style and elegance. 

As new ideas demanding an audience arose in France, remarkable women established 
salons in their houses to substitute for a negligent court. These salons were highly 
influential in perfecting the art of conversation and refining the French language. 

Upper class children received strange treatment. From the time they were babies, 
boys and girls were dressed as adults and treated impersonally like pretty toys. They 
scarcely ever saw their parents. A typical little girl of the nobility would be weaned 
by a wet nurse, then handed over to a governess to be taught manners. At five, she 
would be put in a convent, and at fifteen, taken out and pushed into a desirable 
marriage. Boys, too, were kept distant from their parents. "The most useful of all 
arts, that of making men, is forgotten," Rousseau wrote. 21 Children were spoiled, 
elegant, and versed in the manners of court at an early age. The Due de Fronsae, for 
example, at age sixteen was elegant, witty, and already versed in the rudiments of 
seduction. Youth was, in short, debauched and versed in all the vices of their 
parents. 22 Rousseau suggested that a child should be given the opportunity to develop 
his natural gifts unhampered and shielded from the corruption of the day. He found 
many fashionable mothers supporting him. By such reasonable rebellion against one 
element of the society they had created, women encouraged rebellion against their whole 
society--and helped lead, some say, to its end in the French Revolution. 23 

As a whole, the court was a demoralizing place to live, and even the best were 
corrupted and sank in the mire to become implicated in frauds and swindles. !lIn general, 
the art of government consists in taking as much money fS possible from one class of 
citizens to give it to the other," exclaimed Voltaire. 2 

We have had to blame the courtiers for many weaknesses and faults, and it must 
be admitted that, shorn of its outward trappings, the court does not appear to great 
advantage. Should it then be concluded that it was given up to profligacy and 
hypocrisy to an extent which would deserve d'Argenson's biting verdict: "There is not 
a single good man in all the Court"?25 There were examples of more virtuous men at 
court, such as Bourdaloue, Saint-Simon, the Duc de Luynes, and the Duc de Croy--who led 
fairly exemplary lives. The main interest of court chroniclers centered in scandals, 
dishonest people, and unpleasant histories. !1We must remember that the French, 
q,scended as they are from the Gauls, have always had a taste for stories of a somewhat 
questionable type, and that, unlike other nations, they do not htde their faults, but 
at times enlarge on them in order to laugh at themselves more. 1120 There were in Paris 
and at court husbands who loved their wives, and women deeply attached and faithful to 
their husbands; but the chroniclers do not mention them because they had nothing to say 
about them, for about good women there was no gossip. 
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These conditions continued much the same into the reign of Louis XVI, if not more 
wasteful and extravagant under his flighty and whimsical Queen, Marie Antoinette. 

The suppressed, overtaxed, and overburdened masses of Fran~e, led primarily by 
the Paris mob, reached a point where they could not, or at least were not willing to, 
bear any longer the weight of the nobility, the king, or the court. Stripped of all 
their power, serving no useful purpose, yet draining the economy of France, the nobility 
was the most expendable part of the new Republic which rose out of the French Revolution. 
And so, in the blood orgies of the Paris mob, the heads of the flower of French society 
rolled. The great nobility, partly by the fault of Louis XIV, who stripped them of 
their powers and encouraged their extravagance--and in large part due to their own lack 
of ability to resist these temptations--was destroyed, never again to rise in France. 
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THE PARADOX OF ROUSSEAU: 

THE INFLUENCE OF ROUSSEAU ON THE FRENCH REVOLUTION 

by Mike McConnell 

In an attempt to define the influence of Jean Jacques Rousseau on the French Revolu
tion, the prime difficulty becomes that of interpretations given to his writings. A sub
stantial case can be made for a positive influence on the Revolution, and an equally strong 
case can be made for a negative influence. Just as Mallet Dupan could say that," .••he 
(Rousseau) alone inoculated the French with the doctrine of the sovereignty of the people •.. II 
and that it would be difficult to cite a single revolutionist who was not transported over 
these anarchical theoriesjl the comte Ferrand with equal ease could write a speech incor
porating a series of quotations from Rousseau to prove that Rousseau would have opposed 
the acts of the revolutionary majority.2 Perhaps the reason for these paradoxical state
ments lies in the ambiguity of the writings of Rousseau. Rousseau apparently had no inten
tion of proclaiming a theory of revolution, but on the contrary was concerned principally 
with the basic concepts of social existence. There seemed to be no singular direction to 
his writings. The main emphasis was on a definition of the social contract and the rela
tionships which would of necessity stem from it. Thus the Rousseauist equation is com
posed of virtually unlimited variables and few constants. Only by a process of elimina
tion can these constants be found. 

Before Rousseau's influence on the revolutionaries can be traced, the ideas which 
were to have the greatest impact must be examined. The first of these is the concept of 
the general will. In the words of Rousseau: "Each o.f us puts his person and all of his 
powers in common under the supreme direction of the general will, and, in our corporate 
capacity we receive each member as an indivisible part of the whole."3 Through a process 
of dialectics, conflicting interests among people are reconciled. Opposite views negate 
opposite views, and a synthesis follows. Thus formed the general will is placed in a 
position of autnority by common consent of the people as embodied in a set of laws. In 
other words, we form a social contract. 

Rousseau laid down four conditions for the craetion of a general will. One, that 
the sovereignty of the general will is inalienable. It cannot be entrusted to any indi
vidual. However, the general will may empower agents to carry out the general will, but 
they will not be the sovereign. Two, the sovereignty of the general will is indivisible. 
Legislatures and executive bodies are only emanations of the sovereign. None of these 
bodies can be sovereign in its given sphere of activity. Three, the general will is, in 
a sense, infallible. Its goal can only be the common good, and thus it is superior to 
an individual who may seek his own advantage to the detriment of the whole. Four, an act 
of the general will is law. It is apparent that only the people can make laws, and not 
individuals. It is also clear that the law must be in the interest of all, and that it 
must bind everyone in the same manner. In other words, all the people act on all the 
people. 4 Because there is such a delicate balance involved with this last point, the 
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general will o£ necessity must con£ine itsel£ to de£ining and protecting a system 
o£ general rights. Its object must be general consisting "in the £ormulation o£ a 
body o£ positive law."5 The state is the only association which can de£ine and pro
tect these rights. 

The state is an association according to Ro~sse~u o£ all the members o£ soci
ety who in turn make up the sovereign in :ti~s thedry. . The will o£ the members is ex
pressed as a political decision arrived at 'by the members a£ter deliberating a prob
lem which a££ects them as an association. 6 'Laws are thus the political decisions. 
But Rousseau's concept o£ law also h~s the £ollowing characteristics. 

A body o£ laws is essentially a £ramework within which members o£ society who 
are politically capable became disciplined and civilized. Also, the consequences 
o£ a man's act when that act is per£ormed in accordance with the body o£ laws shi£t 
£rom the service o£ private interests to the public interest. 7 However, Rousseau 
does admit that there is sometimes a higher law than the general will. There are 
three authorities higher than the sovereign, that o£ Ggd, natural law, and the au
thority that the concept o£ honor has over honest men. He also places certain con
ditions on the £ormation o£ laws according to the general will which almost place 
society in a Utopian state. 

The exercise o£ sovereignity demands a smaJ.l state in which the people may ex
press their will without the necessity o£ a represenative assembly, and a constitution 
which puts the legislative power in the hands o£ the people. Also there must be a 
permanent.desireon the part o£ the members o£ society to pursue the common good coup
led with su££icient knowledge to enable them to put their desire intct~raCtice.9 
Roussea'U attempted .to'establish a basis £or law rooted in the £reedom .0£ the indi
vidual~ The ohily "tay:n:e discovered to do this was to have the people participate 
directly in th~ makirtg' (!)£ the laws under which they were to live. All men were equal 
under their general will. The ideas o£ the general will and its sovereignity were 
to become the touchstone £or many o£ the revolutionists in their attempts to draw 
up a uniform body o£ ;laws and an equitable system of government. 

Since most of Rousseau's political ideas are proposed in the Contrat sociaa, 
the.·.influ.enc:.e of his idea.s caa,.be detected ill the acceptance and use of the Contrat 
soci~l by the people and the leaders of the revolution. Before 1789 the Rousseau 
political. cult was almost non-existent. The first ,edition of the Contr.at ,social 
was published ,in 1762 by Rey of Amsterd.a.m. There ,were no further editions until 1772 
when one edition dame out again by Rey.I0 'A£ter1772 there were no editions published 
until 1790 after the Revolution had alr~ady begun. In that year, a new interest in 
Rousseau spawned four separate editions of the Cantrat, and in the following year 
another edition appeared.11' . 

In the pre-revo1~ionary years, only one pamphleteer referred to the theories 
of Rousseau, and he was a conservative who pointed to the fact that according to 
Rousseau the powers of the delegates to.the ~states General ought to be limited. 12 
This was in obvious reference to the neqe.S~1lY,of .having a small state without a 
legislature for the· proper functioning of the sover~ign will. D'Antraigues published 
his Memoire sur les" Eta;tts Generaux lin 1788 in which he reinforced his idea of the 
imperative mandate, .with Rousseau's concept of the inalienable sovereignity. DI An
traigues a~gued that th~ inalien~ble sovereignityof the members of society had been 
recegnized throughout Frenchhi~toryby;th$ insistence of the representatives of the 
people that they were bound .by an imperative mandate which limited their powers to 
the simple expression of the will 'of the eitizens.13 

Certain other ideas of the CO,ntratstScial can be seen in the writings of D' An
traigues. He spoke of the recurrent national regeneration through violence in ref
erence to Rousseau's i~ea of the regeneration of states. Rpusseau had said that 
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violence and civil war had the effect of reinvigorating a people to the extent that 
a state could rise from its ashes like the phoenix to recapture its youth. But this 
was prefaced by the statement that this was Ruite rare and that it could happen only 
to a people who were still young and active.l~ But D'Antraigues had only a limited 
affect on the revolution. The aristocracy could not accept the idea of the sover
eignity nf' the general will while the deltlocrats cotJ,ld not accept, in practice, the 
idea of the'impe !"ative mandate. 15 The influence/of Rousseau was also not directly 
recognized In 1.ihe writings of D'Antraigues since the name of Rousseau was never men
tioned explicitly in the pamphlet ... and the idea of "regeneration" was frequently pro
posed by writers of this period. lo But the influence was there if only in an inchoate 
form. This same period (1788-1789) also saw further political writings tempered with 
the fire Qf Rousseau. Among these were the abbe Bourdier Delpuito and M. Isnard. 

Delpuito published a work entitled Observations sur Ie Contrat Social de J.J. 
Rousseau in 1789. This was the final result of a detailed examination and criticism 
of the Social Contract begun in 1762 by the Jesuit Berthier. M.lsnardsought to attack 
the concept of the, general will on the other hand in his Le principe quie a produit 
les Rev~lutions de France de Geneve et d'Amerique. His argument was that Rousseau 
placed power in the hands of the tyrannical and irrational will of the majority and 
that the theory of the revolutionaries was lifted from the Contrat social. 

Paul Philippe Gudin de Brenellerie was the first person of the pel;'i.od to attempt 
to show a relation between the development of the revolution and the writings of . 
Rousseau. In 1790 he addressed the Supplement au Contrat Social, applicable parti
culieremegt aux grandes nations to the Constituent Assembly. He explained that the 
essence of Rousseau's theory was the concept of law as the expression of the general 
will, so the problem of a large state such as France was to combine the representative 
system with the legislative supremacy of the general will. 18 All of the other writers 
of this period who wrote on the general will and other ideas of Rousseau had a pre
dilection for using Rousseau as an authority for their writing. However, this did 
not necessarily mean that they took Rousseau in the context of his own aims and con
cepts, but on the contrary they often removed Rousseau entirely from his own writings 
and filled the void with what they thought he said. Out of this fury of writing-, 
there emerged a cult which placed Rousseau in an aura of sacredness, and placed his 
writings in a position of secondary importance. 

Saints-Juste wrote a work entitled Esprit de la Revolution et de la Constitution 
de la France in which he used the themes of Rousseau. But his attitude toward Rousseau 
can best be seen in his closing sentence. "France has Qnly now conferred a statue 
upon J.J. Rousseau. Ah! Why is that great man dead?"1~ The abbe Brizard wrote sev
eral manuscripts on Rousseau. One called Vie de Jean Jacques Rousseau calls the Emile 
the masterpiece of the eighteenth century, and anothermakes a comparison between Rousseau 
and Socrates in which Rousseau is held to be superior to Socrates on a number of pOints. 20 
Brizard also wrote after visiting with Rousseau: 'II have seen him; I have conversed' 
with the wisest of men. He accepted my youth, and I never left one of his conver
sations without feeling my soul uplifted and my heart more virtuous. 'IgJ. 

Many people made pilgrimages to the tomb of Rousseau on the lIe des Peipliers 
at El;'menonville. The Marquis de Giardin wrote a guide book to the grounds, and he 
describe'd his affection for Rousseau in slightly more than glowing terms. "It is to 
you, friend of Rousseau, it is to you that I address myself; you alone are able to 
sense the affecting charm of such a site. In these solitary places, nothing can 
distract you from the object of your love; you see it; it is there, le~2Your tears 
pour out; never will you have wept sweeter or more Justifiable tears." . The abbe 
Brizard visited Ermenonville with a group of friends who were all admirers o~ Rousseau. 
They first knelt and kissed the tomb after which each person paid. tribute to Rousseau's 
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memory and laid flowers on the tomb. As a climax to their visit, they tore out and 

burned those pages of Diderot's Essai ~ Seneque in which the author had attacked 

Rousseau. 23 

In one pl~ of the period, the last scene consisted of a ceremony in which the 

busts of Rousseau, Mirabeau, Voltaire and Louis XVI were brought out to be honored. 

The last line of the pl~ was: "Our great men, they are our gods!" 24 

, In the National Assembly, a bust of Rousseau and a copy of the Contrat social 

were given a place of honor. On December 21, 1790, the Assembly decreed that a statue 

of Rousseau be erected, inscribed: "La Nation Francaise Libre a J.J. Rousseau. "25 

The convention also decreed after a report by Lakanal for the Committee of Public 

Instruction, that Rousseau's remains be brought from Ermenonville and be placed in the 

Pantheon. 

Even Robespierre alloweq himself to be taken up by the wave of adoration for Roussea\ 

Robespierre had seen Rousseau in his last st~ in Paris at which time he made this state

ment: "Divine man! •.• I looked upon your august features; .•• I understand all the griefs 

of a noble life devoted to the worship of truth."26 On another occasion, Robespierre 

said: " No one has given us a more exact idea of the common people than Rousseau because 

no one loved them more."27 Robespierre was not alone in his reverence for Rousseau, and 

tributes of this type were common until the dimming of his image in the period 1795-1799. 

The reason behind these references to the cultic ideas surrounding Rousseau in the revo

lutionary and post-revolutionary periods is that they throw some light on the emotional 

appeal which Rousseau had for the revolutionaries and the people in general. 
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The revival of the intellectual appeal of Rousseau brought with it a surprising 

twist. The interpretation of Rousseau shifted from a pro-revolutionary stance to an anti 

revolutionary posture. In 1789, during the debates on the expropriation of church pro

perty, the abbe Maury defended the privileges of his Estate by citing Rousseau. 28 Charles 

F. Lenormant wrote ~~ Rousseau, aristocrate in which he portrayed Rousseau as being 

counter-revolutionary. Far from being the author of the Revolution, he would have been 

with the aristocratic minority. The practical features of the new constitution were 

shown to be opposed to the more theoretical features of the Contrat social while the more 

practical writings of Rousseau were shown to be opposed to the more abstract and idealis

tic aspects of the new French system. 29 

In another speech, Lenormant used a total of forty-nine quotations and references to 

Rousseau's works, including twenty-nine from thaContrat social, to prove that Rousseau's 

political theory was directly opposed to the legislation of the National Assembly. The 

comte Ferrand wrote a pamphlet called Adresse d'un citoyen tres actif which consisted of 

thirty~one questions to the National Assembly in each of which the deputies were asked to 

explain why the principles upon Which they based their legislation differed from those set 

down by Rousseau in the Coptrat social. 30 , 

Rousseau himself seemed to find no basic contradiction in the writings although some 

of them become quite evident upon closer observation. In the debate over the constitu

tion for Corsica and Poland, Rousseau wrote a very conservative article for the fifth 

volume of the Encyclopedie on "1' Economie politique." Also in his Considerations.!B!'-~ 

gouvernement de Pologne, he avoided any type of advice which could only make a bad situa

tion worse. 31 In the dedication to the Secon4 Piscourse, he said that he was thankful 

that he did not live in the turbulent conditions of a new society, and in commenting on 
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the proposals of the abbe de Saint-Pierre he also asked who would be willing to take 
upon himself the ab~~ition of old customs even if the advantages of a new plan of reform 
were incontestable. In the Lettres de la Mont!Sne, he urged them to be on their guard 
for turbulence and internal trouble caused by mischief-makers. 33 In commenting on his 
ideas of national regeneration, Rousseau thought the cases when this could occur were 
rare and the intention dangerous. He felt that it was precisely at such times that usur
perswere likely to establish themselves, so that the people, far from obtaining additional 
liberties only found themselves restricted more than before.34 These certainly are not 
the words of a revolutionary, but on the contrary could have been written by any conser
vative aristocrat. Perhaps, this is our greatest indication of the relatively obstruc
tionless path anyone could follow at this time who wanted to use Rousseau to support 
his particualr viewpoint. The abbe Maury and Robespierre met in the pages of the Contrat 
social. 

In summary, Rousseau did have an influence on the French Revolution. There is no 
way of determining on a balance sheet whether the influence was in a positive or negative 
direction, but nevertheless it was present. The literary and political cults whdch grew 
up around the writings of Rousseau used him as their spiritual aid in their own private 
and public lives. The revolutionaries looked to Rousseau for confirmation of their plans 
of reform. The counter-revolutionaries cited Rousseau to lend emphasis to their aristo
cratic outlook on change. The fault for this ambiguity must lie directly on Rousseau, but 
in his ambiguity may also lie his ultimate position in history. The interpretations 
attached to Rousseau will never be able to find permanent acceptance, but will alWays be 
fuel for debates on the legislative rights of the people and the authority of their laws. 
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THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD IN POLITICAL THEORY 

by Philip Mullin 

Political theory is' rightly considered a philosophizing about government, or merely 
abstracted generalizations concerning government. It has been felt that in studying the 
thoughts of great political theorists and the progression of political thought through 
history, we can better formulate our own political theory. Unfortunately, such a study 
of political theory often· becomes bogged down in merely relating the thoughts of a few 
great political thinkers isolated from their environment'. Such a study then falls out of 
the realm of political science and into the realm of history. Consequently, the historic 
cal method, which is most often used by writers of political thought, usually falls into 
the trap of being merely history and not using historical facts to explain political 
thought as it should. In order to return political theory to its proper perspective, 
namely that of philosophizing about certain political facts, the scientific method ought 
to be used to best arrive at these generalizations of political thought. In this paper, 
then, I will try to show how the scientific method, even with all its inherent dangers, 
can be shown to be the best and proper method in arriving at a coherent political theory. 

First, let us begin with a definition of the scientific method. The scientific 
method is the pursuit of truth as determined by logical considerations. The scientist, 
not just the political scientist, is always conducting a persistent search for truth. 
He is always asking himself such questions as: Is it so? The scientist, in short, is 
concerned with finding things out. 2 

The scientist generally uses the inductive method. He begins with singular data, 
observes them, analyzes_them, and then proceeds to make generalized statements about the 
data he has observed. 3 He considers many different variables, and then tries to dis
cover some general concept that can adequately explain properties which are common to all 
the variables he has studied. He can also use the deductive method so common to the field 
of mathematics. In this method hebegi~s with a general principle and proceeds to find 
the data which support his conclusions. These, then, are the ways in which a scientist 
approaches his subject matter. Now, we will turn to the realm of theory, and see the use 
of science in adequately describing theories. 

Just as the scientist searches for truth, the political.theorist should also be one 
who is determined to discover the. truth. Although, he probably will never discover the 
truth, he should always endeavor to find answers to the same questions the scientist asks 
himse.lf. Most often, he will find himself asking himself the third question. A politi 
cal theorist is concerned with, or at least should be, discovering the reason for whach 
people adopt a particular government, the types of people who led the movement, and so 
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on. 5 After he studies these phenomena, he then arrives at some logical conclusions 
about politics in general. Thus, the political theorist is not so far removed from 
science after all. His basic procedure is usually one of ~alyzing types of government, 
the people in them, and other variables, and then he.proceeds to make various generali 
zations about governments. Like the scientist, he too, is interested in finding out 
facts. 

We can use examples of great political theorists to show in a sense how they used 
the scientific method in forming their theories. First, Aristotle looked at ancient 
Greek society in his lifetime, studied various factors in it, analyzed his data and 
produced his notion of a political society. His notion of the state's function as 
promoter of the good life was based in part upon his observation of men and their con
stant pursuit of happiness. Likewise, Machiavelli advocated a harsh ruler largely 
because his observation of men.led him to believe they were, in effect, nothing more 
than backstabbers. Consequently, he felt they needed a very strong leader to keep them 
in line. Plato, on the other hand, using the deductive method conceived of a well 
ordered society in his mind, but found that his concept of society could never be adopted 
in reality. sti:j,.l, even he used the inductive form of inquiry to come to his conclu
sions. These three great political thinkers rather unconsciously used the scientific 
method in formulating their theories about government. Thus, even if this progression is 
unconscious on their part, it does show the ease with which the scientific method can 
be adapted to political theory. 

.The main difference between the scientific method as used-in science and as used 
in political thought is the subject matter. The scientist studies physical phenomena, 
while the political theorist stud~es human beings. This is usually the primary reason 
given by those political scientists who obJect to the use of science in the study of 
political theory•• First, they believ~ the su,bJeat matter of political sc ience, human 
beings, is too inconsistent for a person to effectively use the scientific method in 
political theory. While it may be true that physical phenomena cannot act in a manner 
inconsistent with their normal behavior, the same can be said about most human beings. 
It seelllS that only in the event of action by some outside force upon them do physical 
beings and human beings act in a manner inconsistent with their normal behavior. Thus, 
the use of the scientific method in politica6theory should not be hindered because of 
the natural inconsistencies of human. beings. 

A second objection to the use of the scientific method is that there would be a 
tendency in theorists to gather facts merely for the sake of gathering facts. Thus, they 
fail to show the continuity so needed in an adequate study of political theory. Unfor
tunately, this does happen in many cases with theorists, as I am sure is the case wiTh 
some scientists. Yet, this does not detract from the value of the scientific method, 
itself. It is the purpose.of th, political theorist to analyze and organize the vast 
amount of data available to him. 
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This last statement brings up a third objection to the"use of' the scientific 
method in political theory. This iatheproblem.of,the selection 'and rejection of 
data. Once again we are faced with the human .element. ' One theorist can choose a 
particular set of date and come ,up with onetheory~.while another theorist can choose 
a completely different set of data and come up with a completely different theory. . 
Thus the scientific method leads to a large amount of subjectivity and biaS on the 
part of theorists. Once again~this:.t'act.should not deter from using the scientific 
method. The historical method ,isa1so subjected ',to bias. Any method is going to be 
highly subjective largely due to human nature. " Each theorist .hashis·own philosophy 
of life~ so any method he uses will be largely subjected to his'ownnotions of what 
is or is not true. Consequently~ bias.or subjectivity is not a deterrent in the 
use of the scientific method in determining political theory. One might even con
cludeit is natural to be biased. 

A fourth and final objection.ia.that in using the scientific method it is dif
ficult to make generality and verifiability compatible with one another. If the 
theory becomes extremely verifiable in fact~ it may tend to lose its generality. 
On the other hand~ if a statement ,is too general~ it may not be.verifiable in fact. 9 
This is the best objection that canbe.raisedagainstthe use' of the scientific meth
od. The success of any method in political theory hoW'ever~ depends largely on the 
ability of the individual theorist •. In using the hi8torica1'method~ there are no 
doubt many theorists who are able to keep. from falling. into the trap of turning po
litical theory into merely a history of political thought. Likewise, the able the
orist using the scientific method will be able to reach a happy medium between gen
erality and verifiability. It will then be for us to decide which theorist has ac
tually succeeded in doing so. 

Possibly the greatest assets.ofthe scientifio method'are'itsflexibility and 
its systematic approach to reality. First,ths scientific:method, being such a gen
eral way of. viewing reality, can incorporate the data of all different methods. The 
scientific method can em ploy historical facts to provide a foundation for theory. 
It can use sociology to show how social environment can be of ,help in the formula
tion of theory. The boundaries for research throughthescientii'icmethod are es,.. 
sentially limitless. In otherwords~ thescienti:t'ic method draws upon the knowlegde 
of the other methods to develop its generalizations •. Secondly~ the scientific meth
od of obtaining knowledge is highly systematic. IO Science f'olloW's a very ordered~ 
logical procedure to arrive at its concepts. Everything has its place, and each 
element in a way flows toward the general idea. Political theory, in a sense, also 
follows alogical, consistent~ and systematic way of looking at things. Even with the 
inconsistencies of humanbehavior~ political theory can be said to follow some 
logically consistent patterns. Thus, theory is in many ways compatible with science 
because they both follow certain. systematic methods of viewing phenomena. If this 
is so, then the scientific method would certainly be the most applicable method of 
approaching political theory. Nevertheless, we should mention that the ideal polit
ical theorist will always try to be both a philosopher and a scientist. As a 
political scientist~he will be interested in describing and explaining the real
ities of political behavior; while as a philosopher~ he will try to prescribe goals 
for human beings to follow. The knowledge that a political theorist obtains through 
the use of the scientific method of inquiry should help him in the formulations of 
various ideals. As ¥as mentioned above, the ideals he is trying to describe would 
be clearly subjective, and his basis for selection wouldbe.largely philosophical. 
On the other hand,thephilosophical aspect of theory can only truly be formed by 
an adequate understanding of' the facts of political life. 
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In conclusion, the scielltific method provides us Yith:tbe 'proper<'means for con
necting philosophy and scienc~ in theory. The" scientific method provides us with the 
necessary means to make the generalizations we should and must make about politics 
as a whole. Though not without its weaknesses, this method's advantages outweigh 
its disadvantages. Consequently. if we do wish to arrive'at an adequate notion of 
political theory, one based ona systematicprogression'of facts'towarda basic uni
fied concept of thought, then ths scientific method will be the most proper way to 
approach that political theory. 
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THE IDEA AND METHODOLOGY OF POLITICAL THEORY 

by Malcolm Childress 

Introduction 

This paper seeks to discuss two fundamental aspects of political theory: first, 
the relationship between political theory and political science as a whole; and second, 
the me~hodology of political tbeory. With regard to the first ,aspect, I shall attempt 
a brief discussion of the nature of political theory in order to see how it fits into the 
organized discipline of political science. In discussing the methodology which I feel 
should be employed, in political theory, I think it only fair to point out that I favor 
the use of what is known as scientific, positivistic or behavioralistic methodology. 
Such a methodology, as shall be seen later, states that political science can be as "sci
entific" as the physical sciences. Thus it seeks to make political science more objective 
as an organized intellectual discipline which I feel is a step in the right direction for 
political science. 

Relationship Between Political Theory and Political Science 

In this section I shall discuss the nature of political theory and attempt to show 
how political theory fits into political science as a whole. 

As Brecht quite correctly observes, there is a good deal of confusion regarding 
the terms "philosophy" and "theory." However, there is some general acceptance of the 
meaning of 'theory. ' "Thus 'theory' is always used to designate attempts to 'explain' 
phenomena, especially when that is done in general and abstract terms. It is quite 
usual to admit that theory may be 'scientific' or 'non-scientific' according to whether 
or not scientific ,rules are fOllowed." l.In this context, however, it is important to 
distinguish between political theory and what is known as political philosophy. Thus 
Brecht says that the word philosophy implies a universalistic reference; however, while 
theory only seeks to explain something, a philosophy seeks to explain everything. He 
concludes that," .•• political'theory' when opposed to political 'philosophy' now is 
usually meant to refer to scientific theory only, in distinction from political philosophy."2 
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However, this distinction, while correct, seems to me to be a bit superficial. David 
Easton offers a fuller explanation: 

Prior to World War II theory almost exclusively implied mo:ral philosophy 
in its various forms or, at the very least, the history and analysis of the 
moral systems of the great political thinkers of the past. Only the barest 
glimmerings of the modern kind of theory were visible. For most students of 
politics the little that did exist was scarcely recognizable as such; very 
seldom was it clearly identified and labelled•.• 

Empirical theory is by no means homogeneous; it varies widely in its scope 
and degree of abstractness ••• But the kind of empirical theory which represents 
the most striking and promising innovation since World War II seeks to illuminate 
the whole domain of political interaction. That is to say, the new theory which 
has special significance in political science seeks to syst~matize and lend . 
coherence and direction to the whole field of political science as a discipline. 3 

Van Dyke takes a rather different view, namely that politic~l philosophy is but 
an aspect of political theory. Hence he says that there are two different types of know
ledge involved in political theory: "In the first place, it is concerned with political 
belief systems of a general and.comprehensive sort; they can be called rationales or 
ideologies. In the second place, it is concerned with political philosophy --- thought 
about political thought. "4 Van Dyke feels, though, that the practice of treating political 
theory on the same footing with other branches of political science (such as comparative 
government, international relations, etc.) has an element of danger in it, namely that 
it seems to imply that any expression of theory should be placed in a category called 
political theory, and that the other areas of political science excede their boundaries 
if any theory is included. Thus it seems rather apparent that Van Dyke's view is somewhat 
dissimilar to Easton's. Yet by utilizing his(Van Dyke's) framework we can observe how 
theory is differentiated from other fields of political science. For example, if we con
sider theory as the knowledge of general belief systems, then political theorists are 
concerned with normative propositions. As Van Dyke further notes, the political theorist 
at times personally endorses certain normative propositions , and in other cases simply 
describes the normative propositions of others; his point, however, is that the theorist 
is not limited to the normative, but also deals in description and explanation. Under 
this category, then, theory is distinguishable from other subdivisions not only infl ••• 

terms of the general and comprehensive nature of the belief systems examined, but also 
in terms of the question whether the beliefs are set forth in writing regarded as classical. II 

When theory is considered as thought about thought (or philosophy), the term " •.• denotes 
the logical analysis of thought about politics expressed either by political actors or 
by commentators on the political process.,,6 

Methodology of Political Theory 

We next turn our attention to the methodology of political theory. As I mentioned 
in the introduction, my personal methodological emphasis is behavioral. I agree with 
Heinz Eulau that, " ••• potentially at least, all segments of political science can 
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be treated behaviorally."7 As Charlesworth says in nis introductory essay in Contemporary 
Political Analysis: " .•• the behavioral (method) is r~lated to psychology, especially 
animal psychology, and also to sociology. Behavioralists are at once modest and imnidest. 
They do not pretend to know the origin and destiny of man, but conclude that the only 
way to understand him is to observe him and record what he does in the courtroom, in the 
legislative hall, in the hustings. If enough records are kept we can predict after 
awhile what he will do in the presence of recognized stimuli."B Of.course behavioralism, 
which is a relatively new methodological innovation in political science, is not univer
sally accepted by all political scientists. For example, Christian Bay,professor of 
political science at the University of Alberta, Canada, states that, " .•• my argument 
will be,that much of the current work on political behavior generally fails to articUlate 
its very real biases, and that the political impact of this supposedly neutral literature 
is generally conservative and, in a special sense, anti-political."9 Nevertheless, I 
choose to employ empirical behavioralist methodology as the most objective and suitable 
for political theory. 

The particular behavioralist methodology which I shall employ is generally known 
as system analysis. 

A fully ri~orous.definition of system would single out from all classes, 
aggregates, or phenomena those which can satisfy the following criteria: 
1. One can specify a set of identifiable elements. 
2. Among at least some of the elements, one can specify identifiable relations. 
3. Certain relations imply others. 
4. 	 A certain complex of relations at a given time implies a certain complex 

(or one of several possible complexes) at a later time. lO 

A theory must contain logically deduced propositions which in principle at least 
must be verifiable. In another sense a theory can be concerned with the identification 
of important concepts. Thus, according to Rapoport,", .• if the theory is system-oriented 
these concepts will be elements and specifiable relations among t'hese elements. fill 

Further, as Easton notes, If... the question that gives coherence and purpose to a 
rigorous analysis of political life as a system of behavior is: How do political systems 
manage to persist in a world of both stability and change." 12 Easton considers the 
fundamental functions without which no system could continue to exist and the methods of 
response by which systems manage to sustain them, to be a central problem of political 
theory. Thus he views political life, " ••. as a system of behavior imbedded in an en
vironment to the influences of which the political system itself is exposed and in turn 
reacts. "13 For theoretical analysis this assumes, first of all, that political relations 
and interactions within a society constitute a system of behavior. Secondly, the system 
cannot be considered as existing in a vacuum, but must be seen as surrounded by the social 
and psychological environment. Thirdly, this supposes that the political system is not 
a closed system, but rather an open one, interacting with and influenced by other systems 
and the general environment. Lastly, the obvious fact that political systems do survive 
demonstrates that they have the ability to respond and adapt to external stimuli and dis
turbances. Understanding of this last fact, Easton feels, will allow the political scientist 
to, " .•. cut a new path through the complexities of theoretical analysis."14 
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We might conclude by considering some of the implications of what is sometimes 
known as the "theoretical revolution." As Eaton says "the revolution in political 
theory testifies to the fact that in political science we have been able to address 
ourselves directly to substantive construction in theory."15 Since political science 
has now come almost completely under the influence of scientific method political 
scientistshave been able to pursue a dual course: "We have been successful in•••• 
sharpening our tools of empirical research and bolstering our s'lfbstantive, theoreti 
cal understanding at the highest cOnceptual levels. We have found it neither neces
sary nor desirable to substitute methodological discussion for theoretical contribu
tion or to mistake rigorous fact-gathering for explanatory knowledge and understand
ing,"16 
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